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A sticky creative story



Concept Inspiration



Concept Ideation



Socks are boring and out of style

People tried to change that, but failed

Style & design are more than just appearance

What do we do NOW??? 

The “Old” Idea



Make the style be the product

Make the product be the style

Get the best from both worlds

Turn your boring self into something
Innovative, extreme & fun

The “Bold”  Idea



What’s all this “Yada Yada Yada”?

Goal
To creatively transform a 
product’s package into 
another product in order 
to repurpose the package 
used for the product

Audience
Young males and females, 
primarily adolescents and 
young adults. Focusing on 
adults in their early 
twenties and older

Message
The product is an elegant 
and expensive piece of art, 
but it has an attractive, fun 
and exciting side to it

Objective
Transform a simple product 
into a successful and elegant 
package with a creative 
purpose and design in mind



Concept Development



Concept Development

Sample Container 



Concept Evaluation
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Concept Evaluation

Yatzi

Ivonne

Bring more 
colors to the 
sticker designs

Steven

Insert the 
stickers on 
the inside

Make the 
sticker + socks 
impermeable

Yisleidy

The package 
preserves the 
structure

Jasmine

Maintain a 
constant mix 
& match style



Concept Materialization

Merino Wool
Pros

Comfortable in cool or warm conditions, absorbs 
and wicks moisture, cushions, doesn't itch

Cons
Dries a bit slower than synthetics, more expensive

3-Piece Telescoping
Pros

Dual wall construction, environmental friendly, high 
quality products

Cons
Excessive thickness and resistance

Cardboard Tube

Litho Stock PSA
Powered Stickers

Pros
Low adhesiveness, low viscosity, pressure-sensitive adhesive, 
peel-able, water based

Cons
White glossy surface with special ink

Pros
Strength enhancement, muscle rehabilitation, extra 
confidence and improved motor abilities

Cons
Stickers dissolve with time and regular cleaning



Concept Materialization

Sizes & Cleaning Care

Stickers’ indicator

Product Composition

FEATURES

STRONG

DURABLE

RESISTANT

COMFORTABLERELIABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

RESISTANCE

90%
Merino Wool

10%
 Latex

MATERIALS

L S M
M

6

5

8

6 8

10 W
* Stickers will wear-o� over time

Inside

Special
Stickers



Concept Materialization

Product Information

A semi latex layer of protection against serious or         
even career-threatening injuries related to extreme 
outdoor fun. The StickyTock Sock is a customizable 
cut-resistant casual and performance sock which 

gives you the full ability to do extreme sports.
The StickyTock Sock package is full of features and 
each illustration is a elegant, powerful sticker that 

gives your socks the power to enhance your 
strength and physical abilities*. Try them out now!

© 2013 StickyTock, Inc.
119 Design Avenue

Stickyville, ST 12993
www.stickytock.com



Concept Visualization

This will represent the outer label of my package as well as the
Interior collection of powerful stickers for the end consumer

Outer Die Cut Inner Sticker Collection

Inside

A semi latex layer of protection against serious or 
even career-threatening injuries related to extreme 
outdoor fun. The StickyTock Sock is a customizable 
cut-resistant casual and performance sock which 

gives you the full ability to do extreme sports.
The StickyTock Sock package is full of features and 
each illustration is a elegant, powerful sticker that 

gives your socks the power to enhance your 
strength and physical abilities*. Try them out now!

© 2013 StickyTock, Inc.
119 Design Avenue

Stickyville, ST 12993
www.stickytock.com

Take any
boring sock!1

Make it your
own unique style!2

Do things like these & more!3

SKY
DIVING

SNOW
SKIING

StickyTock™

FEATURES

STRONG

DURABLE

RESISTANT

COMFORTABLERELIABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

RESISTANCE

90%
Merino Wool

10%
 Latex

MATERIALS

L S M
M

6

5

8

6 8

10 W
* Stickers will wear-o� over time

Special
Stickers

WAVE
SURFING

MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING

BUNGEE
JUMPING



Concept Visualization

These model give a 360-degree visual of what the product 
might look like once it is ready for stores and public use

All Around 3D Models



Concept Visualization

The top of the product includes the logo for easy identification.
The bottom includes the bard code for a quick and easy scan

Top Lid

StickyTock™

Bottom Lid



Concept Vitalization
Can you imaging being 
able to do all of these 
& much more!

SKY
DIVING

SNOW
SKIING

WAVE
SURFING

MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING

BUNGEE
JUMPING



Concept Vitalization



Concept Summarization

What’s up with all the geckos?

Well, who’s better than a gecko to represent 
the flexibility, agility, resistance, and specially, 
stickiness you would be able to use anytime 

and anywhere with these unique socks



Concept Summarization
Geckos



Concept Summarization

I am assume no responsibility for any failed 
attempts at becoming a superhero using my 
product. I know my product is cool and really 

awesome, but hey, remember that you 
certainly will not be the only one using it!

DISCLAIMER



StickyTock™ 


